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Decision No. 84265 u~~~ll.i~'~~~!b 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Investigation on the Commission's own ) 
motion into the operations, rates, ) 
charges, and practices. of SAND ) 
TRANSPORTATION SERVICE-, INC. ~ -a ) 
California corporation, HILlSDALE ROCK ) 
COMPANY', INC., a California c:orporation;~ 
EULALIO GONZALES, an individual doing. 
bus iness as AL GONZALES CONCRETE; 
ZICOVICH ASSOCIATES, INC., a Cal ifornia 
corporation, dOing business as CONCRETE ) 
SERVICE CO.; WILLIAM D. SMITH, INC., a ) 
California cOrporation; and PELLEGRINI ) 
PAVING COMPANY, INC., .. california ~ 
corporation. ,) 

case No. 9577 
(Filed July 3, 1973) 

.. 

Roger L. Maino, Attorney at Law, for Sand Transportation 
Inc.; Anthony J. Mercant, Attorney at Law, for Hillsdale 
Rock COmpany, Inc.; Gene Johnson, for William D. Smith, 
Inc.; and Earl pellegrin~, for pellegrini Paving 
Company, respondents. 

Lionel B. Wilson, Attorney at Law, and E. E. Cahoon, 
for the COmmission staff. 

Q:f:!!!QN 
This is an investigation instituted on the Commission's 

own motion into the operations, rates, charges, and practices of . 
S3nQ Transportation Service, Inc. (SIS), a california corporation; 
Hillsdale Rock Company, Inc. (Hillsdale), a california corporation; 
Eulalio Gonzales (Gonzales), an individual, doing business as Al 
Gonzales Concrete; Zicovich Associaees, Inc. (Zicovich), a California 
corporation, doing business as Concrete Serviee Co.; William D. Smith 
Inc. (Smith), a California corporation; and· Pellegrini paving Company, 
Inc. (Pellegrini), a California corporation. A hearing was held on 
the case during four days ending on April 15, 1974. The major 
alleged violations are grouped into three general categories: (1) 

the use of a "buy and sell" arrangement as a device to evade the v" 
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applicable min~um r4t~s, (2) the improper 8Sscssccnt of ratcs 
=esulting. in undercharges, (3) the giviQg of excessive extensions of 

credit by ST~. 
STS holds a dump truck carrier permit and a ra~ial highway 

common carrier permit issued by this Commission. Commission records 
show that Minimum· Ra.te '!uiffs ('MR.'!) 1-B, 2, 7, 9-:S, 17, 19, 
ERT 1, ~d Directory Distanc~ Teble 7 were served upon SIS. 

A witness for the Commission's stAff testified that STS 

/ 

owns 54 dump trailers ~d no tr3ctors or truCY~. Its oper4cionsare 
pr~min8ntly conducted through sub~qulers to whom SIS leases trailers 
for 29 percent of the revenue gener.:ted by the trAilers. S'IS r s 
?=inc1pal terminal is located in San J03C to which SIS's $ubhaul~=~ 
come each morning to lease ecpty traiLers from STS to be used in sub
Muling for SIS and to wh.1ch the subhaulers come back each night to 
return the leased tr~ilers. The sea££ witness testified ~h4t the 
president of STS tolo the witness that to give its st!bhaulers "fuC!l" 

money to d~fray clea6he~ding ~~enses back to San Jose, SIS ~llegedly 
bought truckloads of sand froQ Hillsdale 6t Hollister and San Juen 
Eautista for immediate "resale" and delivery to Gonzales (98 loads) 
and Zicovich (49 loads) in the San Jose ar~a (E. .... ..hibi: 5, Parts ·I and 
II). ~lS paid the sub~~ulers an agreed rate for ~uling the sand. 
!n the case of each of the Zico·~ch loads the eif:erecee between the 
sale price and the purchase price of the ~terial was less than the 
amount p~id th~ sub~ulers by STS resulting in A loss to SIS on eacn 
transaction. In the case of the 98 loads ~~t went to Gonzales SIS 
::.&d .$. g::030 p::ofit of $3,450 out of which it paid the ha.ulers $3,03L> 
lea".ring STS with a U4';:t profit of $416 or an a.verage profit of $4.24 
per load. Three of the lo~ds r~sulteo in 4 net loss (Exhibit 10, FIB 
563.72, 57463, 57466). STS billed Gonzales and Gonzales paid for the 

the sa.."'Uj OQ invoices which designated "Trucking" as the a.ctivity for 
which. the bills were rondcr~d (Exhibit 6). $'IS submitted' two invoices· 
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to Zicovich covering each load or series of loads, one invoice with 
the word "!rucking" on it to designate the activity for which the 
invoice was submitted and the other invoice with the words "material 
resale" typed on it: (Exhibit 7). 

The staff contends that the alleged buy and sell transactions 
were devices to, evade the charging and payment of the applicable 
minimum rates in that the primary service performed by SXS was a 
transportation ser'~ce considering the short buy-sell position taken 
by STS, that the president of SIS told the witness sr.s did not 
advertise as one who buys and sells sand, that SIS did not stockpile 
sand nor have facilities to stockpile san~and that the primary purpose 
of engaging in the transactions was to give SIS's subbaulers "£uert 
money to defray their otherwise empty return to San Jose. The staff 
calculates the undercharges to be the difference between STS:' s gross 
profit or loss and the applicable m1n~msrm rate which in the case of 
Gonzales amounts to $1,938.82 and of Zicovich amounts to $1,553 .. 73, .. 
As a further reason in support of their contention that the alleged 
buy and sell transactions were devices to evade the payment of min1mum 
rates, the staff argues that if STS had been the actual shipper of the 
sand then its .subhaulers became the prime carriers and SIS as 4 shipper 
should have paid the haulers the applicable minimum ra,te when in fa.ct 
srs paid the haulers an agreed charge which was less than the 
applicable min~ rate.. STS paid some of its subhaulers a flat $1 .. 00 
per ton when the applicable minimum tonnage rates ranged between $1.38 
and $2.03 per ton and SIS paid the remainder of the haulers an hourly 
charge which aggregated a third of what they would have been paid if 
SIS had paid th~ the applicable min~ hourly charge.. SIS contends 
that the buy and sell transactions we~e a legitimate means of ~ 
money for its subhaulers and for itself, that all parties eo the 
transaction were satisfied with the transaetio~and that sr.s reported 
and paid taxes on the transactions to the State Board of Equalization 
based on the transactions being sales .. 
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Part III of Exhibit 5 ~ introduced by the staff, are . . 
reproduced copies of STS freight bills covering SO shipments hauled 
for Hillsdale in the STS for-hire "'~peration which the staff contends 
were incorrectly rated principally because SIS used an incorrect 
number of hours when ~leiply~ the hours worked by cae hourly race 
to arrive aC the total charges and because STS did not charge the 5% 
percent surcharge then in effect OJRT 7, Supplement 33). MRT 7, Item 
300, paragraph 3(a) reads: "In determining chargeable time~ the over
all time shall be: From time reporting for work to start of last trip 
plus double the running time of last trip plus unloading time of last 
load." Most of the freight bills were bills for single trips and the 
remainder covered multiple trips. In each instance the chargeable 
time used to compute tae total charge was the actual running time. 
Tae staff contends SIS should have doubled the running ttme on single 
trips; 00, multiple trips SIS should have used double the running tfme 
of the last trip in arriving at the total hours worked. Based 00 the 
staff's contention S'XS undercharged Hillsdale a total of $&$7;-23 
(Exhibit 11). Hillsdale contends that doubling the running time in 
any instance results in an unreasonably high rate. 

MR.! 7, Item 45.(a) requires a carrier to collect its 
transportation charges in casn, valid checks, drafts, or money orders 
before the carrier relinquishes possession of-property entrusted to it 
for transportation. Paragraph (0) of the same tariff item states that 
''Upon taking precautions deemed by them to be sufficient to- assure 
payment of charges within the credit period herein specified, carriers. 
may relinquish possession of the freight in advance of payment of the 
charges there-on and may extend credit in the amount of such charges 
to debtors for a period not to exceed the fifteenth day following the 
last day of the calendar month in which the transportation was 
performed. " Paragraph (d) of the same tariff item requires that 
freight bills for all transportation charges shall be presented to the 
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debtors within 5 days after the last calendar day of the montfi in 
which transportation was performed. During the period of January 1971 
through April 1973 STS made various purchases of mat:erial from 
Hillsdale for agreed-to sums which totaled $182,000 for the period, 
and during the same period SIS performed for-hire transportation for 
Hillsdale resulting in charges to Hillsdale of $266,659 (Exhibit 14). 
It was the practice of Hillsdale from time to time to offset the 
amounts STS owed Hillsdale for the purchases against the transportation 
charges Hillsdale owed S'XS (Exhibit 14). Conversely, STSc from time 

to time on its books gave Hillsdale credit for the sums representing 
its purchases from Hillsdale against transportation charges Hillsdale 
owed to SIS (Exhibit 5, Part I). The offsetting entries made by 
Hillsdale on its books did not coincide either in eime or amounts with 
the credit entries made by SIS on its books. 

A staff witness testified that she had cheeked the general 
ledger sheets of SIS covering the accounts of Hillsdale, Smith, and 
Pellegrini for the years 1971 through April 1973 (EXhibit 9) and 
concluded from a study of them that extensions of credit beyond the 
period allowed by MR.T 7, Item 45(b), supra, bad been given by Sl'S to 
three-companies in connection with for-hire hauls performed by STS for 
them. The staff requests that the Commission require SIS· to collect 
from those cotrq>anies inte::est at the rate of 7 percent on the charges 
on which excessive extenSion of credit was granted which amounts to 
$6,694 from Hillsdale, $2~031 from Scith~ and $803 from P~11egrini 
(Exhibit 13). Hillsdale, Smith, and Pellegrini argue that· they are 
contractors', that the hauls wer-e made in connection with construction 
jobs, and that any late payments of SIS's charges were caused by the 
fact that as contractors they are paid for their work on a periodic 
baSis, which periods, much of the time, are in excess of t:be tariff 
creQit: rule period, and since it would be a criminal offense (made 
so by regulation of the State Contractor~ License Board) to· use 
construction funds received from o~e project to pay the billsconn~ted 
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with another project, complying with the tariff credit rule by paying 
freight bills with money from other p=ojects would put them in 
criminal violation of that Bosrd's regulation. Hillsdale also cakes 
exception to the use of SIS's books as a basis for determining the age 
of Hillsdale's unpaid transportation charges as the credit entries on 
STS's books allegedly did not coincide in'date or amount with the 
offset and payment entries on Hillsdale's books. Additionally, ~ 
Hillsdale claims the right to offset unpaid moneys allegedly owed to 
the president of Hillsdale by STS as rental for a piece of property 
owned by the president of Hillsdale and leased to an alleged assoeiate 
of STS. Hillsdale also takes exception to the first-in-first-out 
method used by the seaff in determining the age of Hillsdale's uapaid 
charges and to certain preliminary assumptions made by the staff 
witness in arriving at that age. The staff witness testified· that 
she used the first-in-first-out method of determining the amount of 
charges on which excessive extension of credit had been given as 
reflected on the ledger sheets of STS covering the three accounts ~ 
(Exhibit 9). The objected to assumption is that the staff witness 
assessed interest for January 1971 against the entire H1l1sd'ale 
balance of December 31, 19'70 (11 clays interest against part of the 
balance and 30 days interest against the remainder) as though the 
entire amount had been due and owing"as of December 31, 1970. 
However) che Hillsdale witness introduced Exhibit 14 which was an 
alleged month-to-month summary for January 1971 through April 1973 
compiled from Hillsdale's books Ghowing the monthly balances 
reSUlting in transactions beeween Hillsdale andSTS. The monthly 
balances differed from those on SIS's ledger account for Hillsdale. 
Based on Exhibit 14 interest at the rate of 7 percent on the 
balances alleged on the Exhibit 14 to have been due and owing 
over 45- days (excluding the claimed offset of $350 per month 
rental) would amount to $4,555 as compared to the $6,694 on the 
staff's Exhibit 13. The Hillsdale witness presented no 
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c&nceled checks or books and records underlying Exhibit 14 for 
inspection at the hearing but agreed to let the staff cheek Hillsdalets 
accounts with. a view to coming to an agreem.ent abo?-t the bslances and 

times involved in the excessive extension of credit. No such 
agreement was reached. 

As part of the Order Instituting Investigation tae charge 
wa.s made that STS has been operating since about September 1972 
without having a subhaul bond on file with the Commission as required 
by the Commission's Gene=al Ord~ No. l02-D. During the hearing of 
this case on January 25, 1974 the president of 5TS delivered a 
subhaul bond dated Oct~ber 25, 1973 to a sea.ff witness for filing 
with the Commission. 

During ehe course of the hearing counsel for S'!S moved ~t 
all books, records, and COCt.IXllents as well as !nformation prep~red 
therefrom obtained by the st&ff from STS be refused admittance into 
evidence because, as testified to by the staff member who o~tained 
the material, the sbff member did not advise anyone at srs of SIS I :; 
constitutional rights against self-incrimination before STS turned 

. ' 

o·ver the documents to the staff member. Counsel a:i.so moved tha: a.ll 

charges against STS having reference to the credit rule violation be 
stricken bec3use the credit regulation is not uniformly enforced 
against all truckers by the Commission (the staff wi~ness testified 
that of the 50 audies he performed the previous year he fo~ a few 
minor credit rule violations where no formal investig~tions were 
instituted). 
Findings 

1. STS holds a dump truck carrier permit and a radial highway 
common ~arr1cr permit issued by this Commission. 

2. STS was served with MR.1" S l-B, 2, 7', S-B-, 17, 19, ERT 1, 
and Directory Distance Table 7." 

3. STS' conducts its for-hire operation principally thr~:gh ~he 
use of subhaulers who lease trailers at San Jose fro~ SlS for sub
hacling in the STS for.-hire operation and who return the leased 
tr~ilers to SIS at San Jose at the ,end of the hauling day. 
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4. During one period July through October 1972 SIS arranged 
for some of its subhaulers when returning to the San Jose area froe 
sub hauling jobs for STS to move 98 loads of sand from Hillsdale at 
Hollister and San Juan Bautista to Gonzales at Alviso and 49 loads 
of sand from the same origins to Zicovich at San Jose and Santa Clara. 

S. STS paid Hillsdale a specified attIOcnt of money per ton for 

the sand. 
6. In conneetion with the Goaz.a.les loads STS billed Gonzales, 

and Gonzales paid STS on invoices which designa.ted' "Trucking" as the 
activity for which the billings were rendered. 

7. ,In connection with the Zico-r.ich loads StS billed Zioovich 
and Zicovich paid S'I:S on two separate invoices for each load or series 
of loads, the one invoice designated "Trucking" as the acti:.rity for 
whicn the invoice was rendered andehe companion invoice designated 
"material resale" as the activity for which :hat was rendered. 

8. The gross profit to STS on the purported sale of each of the 
loads of sand to Zicovich was less than ~S paid its subhaulers to 
move the loads resulting in an out-of-pocket loss to S!S on each 

transaction with Zicovich. 
9. The average net profit to SIS on the purported $ale of sand 

to Gonzales was $4.24 per load, three of which loads resulted in 

an out-of-pocket loss to SIS. 
10.. The primary purpose of arranging the movements to Gonzales 

, and Zieovich. was to obtain "fuel" money for the subhaulers to defray 
their expenses in returning leased trailers to STS's parking lot in 

San Jose. 
ll.. STS paid the haulers less than the applicable minimum rates 

for the moves to Gonzales and Zicovich. 
12. 'the applicable mi~ rates and charges covering the 

movements to, Gonzales and Zieovich are set forth 1tl Extdb1t:a 10 and 

12~ respectively. 
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13. The pu...-ported ''buy and sell" transactions were not bona. 
~ sales but were mere shams and devices employed by resp~ndent to 
violate the law, and such transactions constitu~eC for-hire c~r1age 
within the re~~latory jurisdic:1on of this Commissio~. 

14. S1'S performed a. highway carrier service for Gonza.1e$ and 

Zicovicn for which STS should ~Ave eharged ehen the applicable 
minimum rates as found in MRT 7. 

15.. MR.T 7, Item 300 Paragraph. 3(a.) requires that in the 
application of hourly rates the time for running the loaded ~tleage 
be doubled when computing the overall time for charges on an hourly 
basis for the transportation of a single shipment and that double the 
l~a~ed running time of the last trip be used when computing the 
overall time for the aS3essment of charges :~r ehe transpor~&tion 0: 
two or more shipments while an individual vehicle is in the contirlt!Ous 

service of a single shipper. 
16. Exhibit 11 correctly reflects the chargeable tfme, hourly 

rate, ano charges covering shipments described therein as well as tee 
actual charges paid by Hillsdale to STS and the res~ltant under
charges $857.23 owing by Hillsdale to SIS. 

17. During the period of approximately September lS72 to 
January 25, 1974 STS engaged in for-hire op~rations v$ing subhaulers 
without having a subhaul bond on file with the Commission contrery to 
the requirements of Commission General Orders Nos. l02-D and l02-Z 

and Section 3575 of-the Public Utilities Code. 
18. MRT 7, Item 45 is the tariff provision ~pplicable to the 

collection of transportation charges by SIS from Hillsdale. 
19. MRT 7, Item 45 requires that transportation charges be 

collected "in cash. or in the form of valid checks, crafts or InOney 
orc1ers." 
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20. STS violated the provisions of MRT 7, Item 45 in accepting 
an amount of money less tb2n the applicable charges for hauls 
performed for Hillsdale in pertlitting Hillsdale to offset the ag:-eed 
to value of materials purchesed by STS from Hillsdale ~ par~ 
payment for transport2tion charges. 

21. The practice of a carrier allowJ~g a shipper ~o offset the 
egreed to value of material purchased by a carrier from the shipper . 
against transportation charges owed by the shipper to the carrier 
allows for 8. wide latitude of mischief between carrier and shipper 
and seriously tmpedes the Commission's enforcement of minimum rate 
regulation. 

22. S'IS t S ledger account on Hillsdale (Exb.ibi t 9, Put I) reflee ts 
with suffieient accuracy the myriad er4n3actions and their d~tes of 
occurrences between SIS sod Hillsdale. 

23. The failure of Hillsdale to make available at the hearing 
for inspection anY,reco=ds or ca:lceled checks u:'1cierlying st'm'lTXlarizations 
on Exhibit 14 accords that exhibit li:tle cT~dc~~i~ry weight for 
det~rminiQg the age of amounts owed to SIS by ~llsdale. 

24. The initial assumptions made by the sts££ witness and the 
£irst-in-first-out method used by her in determin~ the age of 
HillSdale's unpaid transportation charges owing to SIS are reasonable. 

25. S'!S granted Hillsdale, Smith., and Pellegrini excessive 
exte~8ions of credit contrary to the prOvisions of MR! 7, Item 45(b) 
and STS should be ordered to collect interest at the rate of 7 percent 
from Hillsdale, Smith, and Pelegrini on such excessive extensions as 
set out in Exhibit 13 in the amount of $6,694 from Hillsdale, $2,03l 
from Smith,and $803 from Pellegrini •. 

26. The set-off of $350 per month as the alleged rental ~ 
to an individual from SIS should be disallow~d in any event as t~e 
former is not the party for whom the transportation service was 
~erfo~ed by STS. 
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27 • The accounting records of STS, copies of which were ,su:b~:" .#" 

mitted into evidence by the staff witness, are records which the 
Commission required STS to keep, ma.ineain, and produce pursuant to 
Section 3701 of the Public Utilities Code; Items Nos. 93, 93.1, and 
93.2 of MR! 7; and Decision No. 74165 or 75031, as the case may be. 

28·. Failure of the Commission to institute formal investigations 
on a few :minor violations of the credit regulations does not justify 
the finding that the Commission's credit regulations are not uniformly 
enforced as the matters could have been caken care of informally. 

29. The tariff credit rule contains no exception which permits 
a carrier to lawfully extend credit or which permits a shipper to 
lawfully take credit beyond the credit period allowed by the rule. 
Conclusions ~ 

1. Respondent SIS violated Sections 3664, 3667, 3668, and 3737 
of the Public Utilities Code by charging, demanding, collecting, and 
receiving a lesser compensation for the transportation of property for 
respondents Hillsdale and Gonzales than the applicable rates and 
charges prescribed in MRT 7 and Supplements thereto, by failing 
to compute transportation charges on the basis of the required 
elements provided in Paragraph 3, Item 300 and Item 360 of said 
tariff. 

2. Respondent STS has violated Sections 3664) 3667, 3668, and 
3737 of the Public Uti1iti~s Code by char~g, demanding, collecting, 
and receiving a lesser co~nsation for the transportation of sand 
for respondent Zicovich than the applicable rates and charges 
prescribed in MR! 7 and Supplement's thereto, by failure to assess 
correct distance tonnage rates as provided in Items l48and 148.1 of 
said tariff .. 

3. Respondent S1'$ viol~ted Sections 3664, 3667, 3668, and 3737 
of the Public: Utilities Code in charging, demanding, collecting, and 
receiving a lesser compensation for the transportation of sand and 
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base rock by engaging in the device of extending credit to responden~s 
Hillsdale, Sm.1th, and Pellegrini in ,violation of Item 4S of MRT 7 
and Supplements thereto .. 

,~.. ., 

" 4.. Respondent S1'S has by means of a buy and sell device 
ass1s,tcd, suffered, and permitted respondents Gonzales and Zicovich. 
to obtain transportation at a rate,lcss ~han the min~ rate then in 
force and effect as shown by MRT 7 and Supplements thereto, in 
V'iolatio~. of Public Utilities Code Section 3668. 

5 .. ' Respondents Hillsdale, Gonzales, Zicovich, Smith, and 
Pellegrini have paid less than the applicable rates and charges for 
the transportation performed by respondent SIS. , 

6.. Respondent STS should be ordered to collect from respondents 
Hillsdale, Gonzales, and Zicovich the difference between the charges , 

. billed or collected and the charges due under MR! 7, the difference 
being, respectively, '$857.23, $1,938: .. 82, and $1,553.73 .• ' ~ 

7. A fine in the amount of such undercharges should be imposed 
upon respondent S1$ pursuant to Section 3800 ,of the Public Utilities 
Code. 

8. Respondent S1$ should be ordered to collect from respondents 
Hillsdale, Smith,and Pellegrini for violations of Sections 3667, 3668, 

and 3737, or any of these sections, the amounts of $6,694, $2,031, 
and $803, respectively. 

9.. Respondent SIS 'should pay a fine equal to interest at the 
legal rate, as set out in Conclusion S, on credit extended to 
respondents.Hillsdale, Sm1eh, 'and Pellegrini in violation of Item 45 
of MR.!' 7 and Supplements thereto, pursuane to section 3800 of the 
Public peilities Code .. , 

10.. Respondent STS should be ordered to examine its records to 
determine if additional interest-free credit has been extended to 
respondents Hillsdale, Smith, and Pellegrini beyond the tariff limits 
of Item 45 of MRT 7, file a report on· the results of such examination, 
and colleet interest at the legal rate for the amounts so determined .. 
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11. Respondent STS violated Section 3515· of the Public Utilities 
.Code and General Orders·Nos. l02-D and 102-E by failing to have on 
file with the Commission tile requ1r~ subhaul bond. 

12. Respondent STS should be ordered ,to cease and desist from 
tmy and all unlawful operations .. 

13. A fine of $3,000 should be imposed upon respondent STS 
pursuant to, Section 3774 of the Public Utilities Code .. 

14. Copies of the records of STS were properly introduced into 
evidence by the staff witness as the constitutional right against 
self·incrimination does not extend to the production of books and 
records which a statute or a valid regulation require be kept as 
in the case of thos~ records. ' 

The Commission expects that STS will proceed promptly, 
diligently, and in'good faith to pursue all reasonable measures to 
Collect the undercharges. The staff of the Commission will make a 
subsequent field investigation into such measures. If there is 
reason to believe that STS or its attorney has not been diligent, or 
has not taken all reasonable measures to collect all undercharges, or 
has not acted in good faith, the Commission will reopen this 
proceeding for the purpose of determining whether further sanctions 
should'be imposed. 

ORDER ...... - .... -~ 
IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. Sand Transportation Service, Inc. shall pay a fine of $3,000 
to this Cormnission pursuant to Public Utilit:ies Code Section 3774 on 
or before the fortieth day after the effective date of this order. 
Sand T~ansportation Service) Inc. shall pay interest at the rate of 
seven percent per annum on the fine; such interest is to commence 
upon the day the payment of the fine is delinquent. 

2. Sand Transportation serviee, Inc .. shall pay a fine to this 
Commission pursuant to Public Utilities Code Section 3800 of $13',877.78 
on or before the fortieth day after the effective date of this order. 
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3. Sand Transportation Service, Inc. shall take such ac~ion~ 
including legal action, as may be necessary to collect the under
charges set forth in Findings 12, 16, and 25 and shall notify the 
Commission in writing upon collection. 

4. Sand: Transportation Service, Inc. shall proceed promptly, 
diligently, and in good faith to.pursue all reasonable measures to 
collect the undercharges. In the event the undercharges ordered to 
be collected by paragraph. 3 of this order, or any part of such 
undercharges, remain uncollected sixty days a£eer the effective date 
of this order, respondent shall file with the Commission, on the 
first MOnday of each month after the end of the sixty days, a report 
of the undercharges remaining to be collected, specifying. the action 
taken to collect such un.dercharges and the re~ult of such action, 
until such undercharges have been collected in full or until further 
order of the Commission. Failure to file any such monthly report 
within fifteen days after the due date shall result in the automatic 
suspension of Sand Transportation Service, Inc·s. operating authority 
until the report is filed. 

5. Sand Transpor1:ation Service, Inc .. shall examine its 
records to determine if additional interest-free credit 'has been 
extended to respondents Hillsdale, Smith,' and Pellegrini beyond.the 
tariff limits of Item 45 of Minimum Rate Tariff 7, file a report: 
on the results of such examination on or before che sixtieth day 

after the effective date of this order, and collect i~~erest at the 
legal rate for the amounts so determined. 

6. Sand Transportation Service, Inc. shall cease and desist (a) 
from charging and collecting compensation for the transportation of 
property or for any service in connection therewith in a lesser amount 
than the min~ rates and charges prescribed by this Commission and 
(b) fr~ violating Section 3575 of the public Utilities Code and 
General Order 102 Series by engaging subhaul carriers without having 
the required subhaul bond on file with. th.e Commission. 
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,A ",. 

The Secretary of the Commission is directed to cause 
personal service of this order to be made upon respondent Sand 
Transportation Service, Inc. end to cause service by mail of this 
order to be made upon all other respondents. The effective date of 
this order as to each respondent shall be 
of service on that respondent. 

. Dated at $3..."\ ~ 

day of APRIL 

twenty days after completion 

:,d5 , California, this --,-C __ _ 

, .CO#JilliSsioners 

?reso~t b~t :ot p~rticipating. 
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